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Working on Hollywood movies and travelling

around the world is a far cry from the sunny

farm fields of Deuba, Fiji.

Bul. for Jodi Smilh leaving all that behind to

develop Fiji's Ranadi Plantation has been a

welcome change.

"My working background is diverse, I've

spent much of my working life in the film
industry working on films including 'The

Matrix' and'The Wolverine'. More recently

I ve been involved in business development

and turnaround. It is this work that led me to

my tenure at Ranadi Plantation. This is my

first agricultural project," she tells Business

Melanesia.

.Iodi is CEO and Paftners Representative

for Ranadi Plantation, a farming company

that has seen 4,o years ofagriculture activity

in Fiji. She is instrumental in helping

turn Ranadi from a citrus plantation to a
successful exporting ginger company in a

space of tr,vo years.

"Ranadi Plantation was founded in the

196o's by Bill de Vigier and is today run by

the third generation of his family,'describes

Jodi. "I joined the company in 2O13 to turn
the company around and so far we have been

on target".

'With any turnaround there is a certain

amount of "clean up" that has to be done

before you can begin implementing a

vision. Our Year One goals were to begin the

transition from conventional chemical farm

to certified organic farm, to install a modest

cleaning and packing facility and to send our
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first crop overseas. We achieved these
goals and were one of the first farms
internationally to export fresh ginger to
Australia with the help of Turners and
Growers Fiji, our exporters.,,

"Our Year Two goals were to start value
adding and to set up an in house export
division. Our value adding process is
very simple - we clean, freeze and pack
our organic ginger - and we sent our
first shipment to New Zealand just
over a month ago. Also in year Two we
became the first GlobalGAp certified
farm in Fiji. Our plans are ambitious,
and I can say without a doubt the only
reason Ranadi Plantation partnership

is achieving its goals is because of its
dedicated and hardworking staff,,

The 43-member staff of Ranadi are
mostly women, Jodi adds.

"Our 2o14, harvest yielded 38 metric
tonnes ofginger. Our hope is by 2O16 to

.be producing around 60 MT annually.,,

In addition to their exporting business
the company has been actively involved
in promoting organic farming in Fiji.

'Agriculture is a much dispersed,
arguably chaotic, industry in Fiji, and
we believe that by creating community 

,

and sharing knowledge we can grow j

the industry. We are also planning
a publication of our ginger growing
manual, which is based on our trials
and experiences. This is an exciting
project because we have done things
that people thought werent possible
(planting and harvesting outside the
accepted seasons, cultivating on flat
land, etc), so we will be able to share
this with farmers, which we hope will
grve new perspectives on growing
ginger in Fiji."

Ranadi's success comes in light of the
Fiji Government's bid to revitalize the
countly's ginger industry and make it
one of its major export commodities.

The Fiji Government recently increased
its budget for developing the ginger
industry. A positive move given that
there was no budget at all for the crop
between the years 2OO6-2Ott.

"From 2O06 - 2oll there was no
budget for ginger but I salute the
private sectors especially our farmers
for not abandoning this cropi Fiji,s
Agriculture Minister Inia Seruiratu
said while making a presentation in 

lparliament. 
!

According to the Agriculture Minister, i

there are currently /I/ registered 
,

ginger farmers in Fiji, 6It of whom are i
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in the central division including areas

of Nar,rra, Namosi, Naitasiri, Rewa and
Thiler,rr. IO6 farmers are in the western
division and Ovalau. There are also a
few farmers in R4 Kadavu, Lomaiviti
and Vanua Ler,rr. These farmers
produce ginger for the local and export
market.

The Fiji Government has taken steps
to address the ginger export needs.
However Jodi has some ideas to share.

"I would like to see government funding
put towards a centralised ginger
cooperative and seed bank system
which is run by the private sector,,, she

says.

"In this cooperative, which would
comprise farmers, pack houses and
exports, farmers would receive treated
seed from a seed bank, grow the ginger
along strict cooperative guidelines with
help from a technical team, then supply
ginger back to the cooperative who (a)

reserve the best ginger for next year,s

seed and G) on supply the balance
to local pack houses for export. This
would ensure quality and consistency
across the ginger growing sector,
ensure minimum guarantee buleng
prices and markets for growers, and a
reliable supply for exporters. I believe ;
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"Ther€ is good demand for prccessed Fiji
ginger in North America and the European

Union as our ginger is of a very high

quality" Fiji ginger has very low heavy

metal content and no trace of chenrical

due to our pristine envinonment and the

traditional farrning practices used by the

local farm€rs"

this sort of cooperative would be simple

to run and could be adapted to other

commoditiesi'

"I would also like to see more policies in
place to support overseas investment.

Right now we have requests to supply

large quantities of organic crystallised

glnger, however, countries like New

Zealand offer more investment-

friendly terms. I would love to expand

our business and provide more jobs

here in Fiji but investors need to feel

confident."

"I would love to see Fiji agriculture

being a world leader in working

through this issue; we could become

a model country through widespread

adoption of simple, non-chemical

farming methods. Transition would

be a challenge but the Ministry of
Agriculture could play a supportive role

here."

Calvin Qiu, the Managing Director of
Kaiming Agro Processing Ltd (KAPL)

which also exports the crop agrees.

"There is good demand for processed

Fiji ginger in North America and the

European Union as our ginger is of
a very high quality. Fiji ginger has

very low hear,y metal content and no

trace of chemical due to our pristine

environment and the traditional

farming practices used by the local

farmers," he says.

He however adds there was a short

supply of ginger, and urged more

farmers to plant the crop for export.

"From an economic perspective

if Fiji agriculture could create an

"organic" brand, and not even organic

- just natural and spray free like our

grandparents used to do it - then the

industry could tap into the huge and
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growing organic marketi' says Jodi.

"I believe there is a lot ofpotential for
the agriculture industry in Fiji, and

what I would like to see is farmers

moving away from a reliance on

chemical fertilisers, weedicides and

pesticides, and for the Ministry of
Agriculture to support natural farming

initiatives."

So what's the next plan for Ranadi

Planatation?

Says Jodi: 'In five years'time I would

Iike to be successfully implementing

a no-tillage, permaculture-inspired

system which can produce commercial

quantities of ginger. I am not sure of

anyone doing this in the Pacific, so I
willbe very proud if Ranadi can achieve

this. We might need longer though

- five years is not long in the Plant
world!" lBii1
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